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ABSTRACT 

 

The quay crane scheduling problem (QCSP) is a major problem in port container terminals because of 

the assignment of expensive quay cranes to multiple vessel-holds for container discharging and loading 

operation. A decision-making for the optimal management of a core logistic process at a marine 

container terminal can be enhanced by efficiently and effectively scheduling the operations of quay 

cranes. This paper provides quay crane scheduling associated with multi-objective functions in port 

container terminals. A QCSP Solver using an elitist GA is developed to obtain near-optimal solutions. 

Numerical experiments are performed with small- and large-sized random QCSP instances. The 

experimental results revealed that QCSP Solver is effective and efficient in solving the problems. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Maritime container terminals play an important role in pure transshipment in long-distance containerized 

trade. Complex activities of resource allocation and scheduling have to be optimized in a dynamic, non-

deterministic environment. According to UNCTAD (2007), the world container fleet amounts to 

approximately 23.2 million TEUs (twenty-foot equivalent units) and in 2006 the container throughput 

reached 440 million TEUs. In the same vein, UNCTAD forecasted the growth of containerized trade by 

an average annual rate of 5.32% until the year 2025. The need for efficient operations of the quay cranes 

will gain much more attention in order to meet the increasing demand of containerized trade. The 

container flow in a port container terminal is vital to increasing a terminal’s throughput, decreasing the 

turnaround times of ships, and in the end, reducing polluting emissions from vessels and cargo handling 

equipment. The container flow in terminals at the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach is often 

bottlenecked due to the slow operations of the quay cranes in a scarce terminal land space. 

 

As container handling is a key factor for a container terminal’s efficiency, a complex scheduling 

problem arises when multiple quay cranes are assigned to the same ship to perform discharge and 

loading operations (Stahlbock and Voβ 2008). The quay crane scheduling problem aims to assign each 

vessel to a specific quay crane to achieve the objective of minimizing the vessel’s overall completion 

time. The precedence and non-simultaneity constraints between tasks as well as release times on cranes 

are generally taken into account. Container terminals have different layouts and consist of heterogeneous 

sets of resources employed within each port sub-area. The main sub-areas are the quay area (the ship 

operation area), the yard area (the import/export stacking area), and the truck and train operation area 

(Steenken et al. 2004).  

 

Numerous researches have been conducted to carry out the optimization of the QCSP and the QCSP has 

been solved using a variety of approaches. Daganzo (1989) proposed exact and approximate solution 

methods for determining the number of cranes to assign to ship-bays of multiple container vessels. 

Daganzo (1990) later proposed a simple, approximate approach to calculate the maximum berth 



throughput during periods of congestion. Peterkofsky and Daganzo (1990) developed a branch and 

bound solution method for the static QCSP. Kim and Park (2004) proposed a branch and bound method 

and a heuristic algorithm, greedy randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP), for the QCSP with 

the objective function of minimizing the weighted sum of the makespan of the container vessel and the 

total completion time of all quay cranes. Liu et al. (2005) developed a mixed integer linear programming 

model of large-sized QCSP at container terminals with the objective function of minimizing the 

maximum relative tardiness of vessel departures. Legato et al. (2008) proposed a simulation-based 

optimization model for the QCSP with the objective function of minimizing the vessel’s overall 

completion time. Lim et al. (2004) proposed dynamic programming algorithms, a probabilistic tabu 

search, and a squeaky wheel optimization heuristic to solve the static QCSP. Kim et al. (2004) proposed 

a beam search algorithm to determine the pick-up sequence by transfer cranes in the yard and the 

loading sequence of slots in the container vessel by quay cranes simultaneously. Sammarra et al. (2007) 

developed a tabu search heuristic for the QCSP with the objective function of minimizing the 

completion time. Lim et al. (2007) developed simple approximation heuristics to solve a m-parallel 

machine scheduling problem with a non-crossing constraint motivated by crane scheduling in ports. 

Meisel (2011) introduces a tree-search-based heuristic solution method to solve the QCSP with the 

objective function of the minimization of the vessel handling time, which is determined by the latest 

completion time among all tasks in a schedule. Bierwirth and Meisel (2010) presented a comprehensive 

literature review on both berth allocation and quay crane scheduling problems in container terminals. 

Lee et al. (2008) presented a mixed integer programming model for the QCSP and proposed a genetic 

algorithm to search for near optimal solutions. The objective of this paper is to develop an elitist genetic 

algorithm to optimally allocate and schedule a given number of quay cranes to vessels planned to arrive 

in the planning horizon. The dynamic behaviour of the quay crane scheduling algorithm developed in 

this project is investigated and a comparison study is performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 

algorithm based on numerical experiments. 

 

PROBLEM DEFINITION 
 

The QCSP is a search problem involving the loading and unloading of containers with the use of quay 

cranes. The QCSP is vital in port container terminals because of the assignment of expensive quay 

cranes to multiple vessel-holds for container discharging and loading operations. Thus, the feasible 

optimal and/or near-optimal solutions affect the overall operational performance of the whole terminal 

containers. The main goal of studying the QCSP is to determine the sequence of discharging and loading 

operations for a quay crane (QC) to perform with the objective function of minimizing the completion 

time of a ship operation. The characteristics of the QCSP are that it is similar to the m-parallel machine 

problem and that it is different because precedence relationships exist among tasks and because certain 

tasks cannot be performed simultaneously. In other words, cranes could not cross with each other. Inputs 

necessary for the QCSP include a ship stowage plan with all constraints, time required to carry out each 

task, crane travel time between different tasks, and crane ready time. 

 

The objective of QCSP is to find a way to minimize the time a ship has to wait in port (load / unload the 

containers as rapidly as possible) and maximize the effective use of quay cranes available (they should 

not be idle). To simplify the complexity of the problem, a few assumptions are made: (1) QCs are 

identical in terms of productivity that loads and unloads containers, and (2) a berth schedule has already 

been provided. Consider just the ship and the QCs assigned to the ship. The QCSP problem has the 

following constraints: (1) QCs are on one track, and therefore cannot cross each other (if quay crane k 

handles ship bay b and quay crane k' handles ship bay b' then k + 1 ≤ k'), (2) each QC is functional and 

can be used at any time (if it’s not already in use), (3) some tasks precede others (A > B implies that A 



needs to be finished before B can start), (4) some tasks cannot be performed simultaneously due to QCs 

interfering with each other, and (5) every ship bay is handled by only one QC, and a QC can handle only 

one ship bay at any time. 

 

Elitist Genetic Algorithm 
 

A GA employs the genetic process of natural evolution – in particular, the reproduction (parents passing 

on genetic information to their offspring) and random mutation (‘errors’ in the chromosomes, allowing 

for variation, change, and evolution). In reality, the process is much more complex, but with just those 

two techniques one can approximate a species evolving in a virtual environment. GAs are well known 

for their ability to generate solutions and approximate answers to optimization and search problems. The 

elitist genetic algorithm, which is used for developing QCSP Solver, employs three operators, such as 

elite roulette wheel selection, one-point crossover, and invert mutation. The initial population of possible 

solutions to the QCSP is created to apply the algorithm in the very first step of the global search. A 

fitness value of an individual in an initial population is calculated by constructing a sequence of quay 

cranes. The selection of the parent individuals is made through the elitist roulette wheel selection 

operator for the next generation. Using the parent individuals obtained from the selection operator, one-

point crossover operator is performed by exchanging parent individual segments and then recombining 

them to produce two resulting offspring individuals. The invert mutation operator is performed to play 

the role of random local search. An integer string for a chromosome representation for QCSP Solver is 

used because it has the added advantage of readability compared to a binary representation. The length 

of the string is the number of bays that the ship has, and each integer in this string represents a bay 

number. The fitness value calculated is the reciprocal of the objective function. The objective function is 

formulated as follows: Weighed (α, alpha) time at which all tasks are completed + Weighed (β, beta) 

total quay crane completion time. 

 

The proposed algorithm is multi-objective, meaning that it is able to choose and customize the values 

that are important to optimize. Note that the time at which all tasks are completed is the makespan. If the 

main objective is to just minimize this makespan, we can set the alpha value to 1.0 and the beta value to 

0. This can also be done in reverse if instead minimizing the total quay crane completion time (set beta = 

1.0 and alpha = 0). However, the main advantage of using both (i.e. setting alpha = 0.75 and beta = 0.25) 

is that it allows us to generate a larger variety of fitness values, ensuring that the generations evolve in 

the correct direction. As problems get more complicated, there might be dozens of schedules that 

produce the lowest makespan. By having multiple objectives (and assigning weights to them), one can 

decide which schedules are more important (to be used for further species evolution) and which solution 

to use when there is a tie-break in the value of the main objective. The two default values for weighing 

are alpha = 0.75 and beta = 0.25. The algorithm continuously keeps track of the chromosome that 

represents the current most-fit solution. Upon the algorithm reaching the termination condition, that 

chromosome is generated as an output. The makespan is calculated by constructing a schedule out of the 

DNA sequence. It is assumed that the quay cranes can be correctly positioned since the start. So if the 

start of the sequence is [1][6][7], the quay cranes #1, #2, and #3 will be in position 1, 6, and 7 

respectively. The selection operation is implemented with a method called stochastic sampling or more 

commonly known as the “Roulette Wheel” selection method. The selection operation generally plays a 

role of choosing parent chromosomes for crossover operation. This method allows for ‘elitism,’ because 

the more fit chromosomes will get chosen more frequently, however, lower fitness solutions also get a 

chance. The reproduction of the population is handled with a one-point crossover technique. The one-

point crossover operator is capable of preserving schemata in a more effective manner because it keeps 

the first half of both parents intact and is less random than the UX3. Mutation is used in QCSP Solver to 



introduce a bit of randomness, so that the solution does not get trapped in a local maximum. The invert 

mutation is proved to be the most effective mutation technique out of the four well-known four. This is 

mainly due to the no-crossing of quay cranes constraint during the construction of the schedule.  

 

COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS 

 

A computational experiment is performed to examine the performance of QCSP Solver. The experiment 

consists of two different tests for small-sized QCSP and large-sized random QCSP instances. The QCSP 

instances are generated using QCSP Problem Generator that is embedded in QCSP Solver. QCSP 

Problem Generator allows the user to create random instances by specifying the number of bays, the 

number of quay cranes, and minimum and maximum bay completion times in minutes. First, the results 

obtained from QCSP Solver by solving five small-sized random QCSP instances are compared against 

both fitness lower bound and best possible solution (BPS) algorithms, which are implemented in this 

paper for the same sizes of bays and cranes. Then its runtime between BPS and QCSP Solver is 

compared to examine the difference between their speeds to reach solutions. Second, 16 large-sized 

random QCSP instances are solved to compare the results between fitness bound and fitness value 

obtained from QCSP Solver by three different combinations of objective function weighting values, α 

and β. The population size, crossover and mutation rates are set to 50, 0.5, and 0.1 for supporting the 

solution diversity, respectively. The algorithm terminated with the number of generation of 100. The 

objective function weighting values are set to 0.75 and 0.25 for weighed (α, alpha) time at which all 

tasks are completed and weighed (β, beta) total quay crane completion time, respectively. All the fitness 

values (BPS Value, Genetic Algorithm Value, and Fitness Bound) are multiplied by 1000. All the tests 

are run 10 times, and the solution with the lowest makespan is chosen. 

 

Small-sized Random QCSP Instances 

 

Five small-sized random QCSP instances were generated using the QCSP Problem Generator. The 

processing time of a bay is generated from a uniform distribution from 50 to 250, allowing for an 

accurate simulation of a real-life problem. To show the performance of QCSP Solver, the results 

obtained from QCSP Solver are compared with the results obtained by calculating a fitness bound and 

the BPS. Table 1 tabulates the results obtained from QCSP Solver, fitness bound, and BPS, by solving 

five small-sized random QCSP instances.  

 
Table 1. Comparison results for Small-sized Random Instances 

Experiment 

No. 

Size 

(bays x 

cranes) 

Fitness 

Bound 

BPS QCSP Solver BPS 

Difference 

(%) Value 
Runtime 

(ms.) 
Value 

Runtime 

(ms.) 

1 7 x 2 2.06186 2.05867 9  2.05867 20  0 

2 8 x 2 1.58228 1.5804 89  1.5804 19  0 

3 9 x 2 1.15207 1.15207 882  1.15009 19  0.172 

4 10 x 2 1.03093 1.02617 10,051  1.01781 23  0.815 

5 10 x 3 1.18483 1.17751 12,104  1.17751 18  0 

 

The fitness bound is a lower bound on the objective function and it helps in the evaluation of the 

performance of QCSP Solver. It is calculated by removing the no-crossing constraint and therefore 

allowing the quay cranes to move to the bay of their choice, regardless if they cross other quay cranes or 

not. Although practically it is not possible to achieve a value identical to the lower bound it is still a 

good indication of how efficient a heuristic is. The best possible solution is achieved by populating the 



current species with an enumeration of all the permutations of the genetic sequence. Every possible 

combination of creating the QCSP schedule is checked and the ‘best’ solution is found. BPS is 

implemented only for small-sized random QCSP instances because it would not be feasible to 

implement for large instances. The BPS Difference column in Table 1 calculates a percentage of how far 

the solutions obtained from QCSP Solver is from the actual solution to validate the results. The 

comparison result revealed that QCSP Solver provides very close solutions to the actual solution for 

small-sized QCSP instances. Note that QCSP Solver produced the exact solutions in three out of five 

experiments. The runtime of QCSP Solver for all five experiments remains approximately constant. 

 

Large-sized Random QCSP Instances 

 

Table 2 tabulates the results obtained from QCSP Solver and fitness bound by solving 16 large-sized 

random QCSP instances for three different combinations of objective function weighting values. This 

result shows that when the importance of the total quay crane completion time represented with Beta 

increases from 0 to 0.5, the better fitness are also obtained. A value of 0.5 means that a solution places 

equal importance on having the lowest makespan and the lowest total quay crane completion time. The 

larger the problem size the harder it is to achieve a value close to the fitness bound. This is obvious 

because, as more quay cranes and more bays are involved, a higher chance of not being able to work on 

a bay is increased due to the ‘no-crossing’ constraint among quay cranes. The percent differences 

between fitness values and the fitness values obtained from QCSP Solver are on average 4.73%, 4.36%, 

and 5.00%, for the three combinations of objective function weighting values, respectively. Indeed, the 

runtime of QCSP Solver stays quite constant throughout the experiments, and adds only a few 

milliseconds of runtime for problems that are much larger exponentially. 

 
Table 2. Comparison results for Large-sized Random Instances 

Experiment 

No. 

Size 

(bays x 

cranes) 

Max. 

Runtime 

(ms.) 

Alpha / Beta:  

1.0 / 0.0 

Alpha / Beta:  

0.75 / 0.25 

Alpha / Beta: 

 0.5 / 0.5 

Fitness 

Bound 

Fitness 

Value 

Fitness 

Bound 

Fitness 

Value 

Fitness 

Bound 

Fitness 

Value 

1 16 x 3 35  1.25945 1.250 0.84016 0.822538 0.630318 0.612182 

2 18 x 3 33  1.01317 0.976563 0.675676 0.651784 0.506842 0.492368 

3 20 x 3 37  0.911577 0.888099 0.608273 0.593384 0.456413 0.439078 

4 22 x 3 39  0.966184 0.931099 0.644434 0.615669 0.483559 0.450248 

5 24 x 3 37  1.02459 0.972763 0.683177 0.649456 0.512426 0.484966 

6 26 x 3 38  0.727273 0.715308 0.484262 0.475398 0.363769 0.347887 

7 28 x 3 39  0.714796 0.682128 0.476701 0.463338 0.35759 0.341705 

8 30 x 3 41  0.681199 0.633312 0.454133 0.424043 0.340541 0.324254 

9 16 x 4 35  1.82482 1.73611 1.04877 1.01781 0.735294 0.693963 

10 18 x 4 38  1.33869 1.26263 0.767018 0.732064 0.537634 0.516262 

11 20 x 4 43  1.32802 1.27551 0.760456 0.734349 0.53234 0.500375 

12 22 x 4 42  1.5015 1.42857 0.86003 0.83091 0.602591 0.591017 

13 24 x 4 42  1.10375 1.01523 0.632311 0.589188 0.443066 0.410593 

14 26 x 4 48  0.972763 0.912409 0.558347 0.526593 0.39116 0.372995 

15 28 x 4 47  1.03842 0.954198 0.59515 0.553633 0.417101 0.386847 

16 30 x 4 51  0.853971 0.809717 0.488579 0.453412 0.342173 0.31501 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

This paper proposed an elitist genetic algorithm to optimally allocate and schedule a given number of 

quay cranes to vessels planned to arrive in the planning horizon. The algorithm was named QCSP 



Solver. A comparison study was performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm 

based on numerical experiments. The result shows QCSP Solver provides optimal solutions to three out 

of five small-sized random instances, which are compared to best possible solution. It also provides 

near-optimal solutions to large-sized random instances when compared to the fitness bound values. It is 

significant to note that QCSP Solver is expandable to incorporate the real quay crane operation 

conditions as it can serve as a platform from which one can build. The algorithm can be utilized as a 

stepping stone for further research by identifying a way to grow terminal automation of quay cranes to 

increase capacity, safety, productivity, and reliability while reducing operation costs. 
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